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S4 Inc. specializes in providing Enterprise Information Technology (IT) Services, Cybersecurity, and Professional 
Services. We have provided innovative and responsive IT solutions to US Government and Department of 
Defense (DoD) customers for over twenty years.

Headquartered in Bedford, MA, S4 has offices in Ashburn, VA; Colorado Springs, CO; Dayton, OH; Huntsville, 
AL and Omaha, NE as well as several project sites across the United States. We provide mission critical support 
to such organizations as the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Defense Information Systems Agency 
(DISA), Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), NORAD and US Northern Command (N&NC), U.S. Cyber Command 
(USCYBERCOM), U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM), U.S. Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM), 
U.S. Air Force, U.S. Army and U.S. Navy. 

S4 has an abiding commitment to the people and organizations that we support and with whom we work. We 
believe in “clientship” – a deep interest in delivering excellence in performance that maximizes the return to 
internal and external customers, while providing the highest levels of ethics, honesty, integrity, and trust. Our 
loyalty to employees is paramount and enduring. It requires us to ensure their personal and professional well 
being through our respect, the dignity we afford them, and the provision of an environment in which people 
enjoy what they do.

We encourage the pursuit of higher education and professional development to ensure both employee and 
customer satisfaction. Seventy five percent (75%) of our employees have degrees ranging from Bachelor’s to 
Ph.D., with many holding industry certifications such as CISSP, Microsoft, Cisco, CompTIA and Oracle. S4 
aggressively pursues certifications for our technical support staff to be in compliance with the DoD 8570.01-
M, while our program managers and task leaders continue their pursuit of Project Management Professional 
and Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) certifications. 

S4 Inc. is committed to customer satisfaction, total quality management and continuous improvement 
throughout the organization. We have maintained ISO certification since 2007, currently holding ISO 9001:2015  
and 27001:2013 certifications. S4 has the standards, process descriptions and procedures in place that can 
be tailored to fit any particular project’s objectives. Reliability and quality are built-in through the use of 
mature, repeatable processes, which include well defined Quality Control Plans. Potential risks or problems 
are identified and steps taken to avoid them before they can affect performance.

Our proven management approach ensures quality services on Day One, without disruption. S4 has the 
expertise and infrastructure in place to quickly transition incumbent personnel and seamlessly phase-in our 
management team. S4’s benefits and employee support programs are among the best in the industry.  As such 
we have been successful at transitioning 100% of incumbent personnel while maintaining a 95% retention 
rate after one year.

Company Overview
Since 1999, S4 Inc. has provided mission critical support to meet and exceed customer needs.
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S4 Inc. Core Capabilities

ENTERPRISE IT SERVICES CYBERSECURITY PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Enterprise Service Management Cyber Training Program Management

Enterprise Architecture Policy Analysis Strategic Planning

Asset Management Policy Assistance  and 
Implementation

Project Management

Service Desk Computer Network Defense Knowledge Management

Database Administration Network & Information Security Infrastructure Planning Support

Infrastructure Management Risk Management Framework Engineering Services

Systems Operations Systems Engineering

Storage Management Requirements Analysis/Development

Network Engineering Logistics Services

Facility Engineering Life Cycle Management

VTC/Telecommunications 
Support

Warehouse Management

Cloud Support Advisory & Assistance Services

Cloud Development Technical Advisory Services

IT Training Policy Analysis/Assistance

Exercise Training/Support

Intelligence Planning Support
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DUNS  NUMBER 047152694 

CAGE  CODE 1KDH9 

NAICS  CODES 

ABOUT S4 INC.

      Established 1999 

      Small Disadvantaged Business (SDB) with Extensive Experience and Capabilities 

      ISO 9001:2015 and 27001:2013 Certified

      DCAA Approved Accounting and Job Costing System 

      Total Management Commitment to Exceeding Customer Requirements 

      Strong Network of Established Relationships & Industry Partnerships
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Enterprise Information Technology (IT) Services
   S4 Inc. has a proven track record of maintaining, integrating and improving IT tools, systems & services

Since its founding in 1999, S4 Inc. has specialized in providing high quality, responsive IT Services to US 
Government and Department of Defense (DoD) customers. Our certified and experienced professionals offer 
solutions that reduce risk and introduce efficiencies, often saving valuable time and/or money.

Enterprise Service Management

  Enterprise Architecture. S4 Inc. provides Enterprise Architecture (EA) support using various business methods, 
analytical techniques and conceptual tools to understand and document the structure and dynamics of an 
enterprise. We produce artifacts such as lists, drawings, documents and models. These artifacts describe the 
logical organization of business functions, capabilities, ; processes, and systems; people organization; information 
resources; software applications; computing capabilities; information exchange and communications 
infrastructure within the enterprise. 

  S4 supports the development, documentation and analysis of partner nations current EA and makes 
recommendations to leverage the architecture framework process to enhance security, performance, 
interoperability and to identify capability gaps and opportunities for technology leveraging and sharing in 
support of current and future mission requirements. We conduct analysis to capture operational linkages, tactics, 
techniques and procedures (TTPs) to support development of C4 Communications & Information Sharing and 
knowledge management. S4 supports the development of EAs, and designs and validates information sharing 
/ knowledge management processes and tools for USNORTHCOM’s leadership role in the North American 
Maritime Security Initiative (NAMSI).  We offer focused analytical recommendations, enterprise architecture 
drafts, and prioritized actions and recommendations for future investments. 

 
  Asset Management. S4 Inc. manages a 6760 SF climate controlled warehouse IAW industry standards for proper 
storage of IT assets.  We perform warehouse, storage, and service asset shipping/receiving functions; and store, 
inventory, package, ship, receive and deliver classified and unclassified ADPE service assets to provision and/
or retire services.  On a monthly average, S4 services 109 equipment account owners by fulfilling over 24 orders 
and delivering over 531 systems to N&NC account holders and customers.  We also receive an average of 350 
systems to replenish the warehouse Bench-Stock and Technical Refresh inventories.  The warehouse inventory 
consists of over 550 line items in which the value including Bench-Stock and Technical Refresh inventory is $4M. 
Also, the warehouse processes and decommissions over 155 accountable systems and over 1,000 consumable 
systems monthly. S4 receives, processes, and delivers the equipment to Fort Carson’s Defense Reutilization 
and Marketing Office (DRMO).

  S4 also provides inventory/configuration control of hardware (HW), software (SW) and maintenance/warranty 
coverage while acting as equipment custodian. We maintain account paperwork; perform annual inventories; 
and track software provided as Government Furnished Property (GFP), as well as contractor & government 
furnished SW licenses. S4 ensures that SW maintenance agreements are up-to-date and renewed without lapse 
of coverage; documents the status of SW license numbers and maintenance; and ensures that software meets 
accreditation requirements including Certificates of Networthiness (CoNs).

  Service Desk.  At the US Army Logistics Data Analysis Center (LDAC), S4 Inc. delivers 24/7/365 enterprise 
computer and communications support, network and switch infrastructure, data/voice equipment operations 
and maintenance, and direct customer services down to and including the desktop. As part of a 24x7 hour call 
center, S4 provides Tier I support to almost 60,000 customers with computer service (including email distribution 
and user account management) via an Automated Call Distribution (ACD) system.  We monitor a 24/7 operation 
help desk supporting 180,000 Users. S4 provides accurate and timely monitoring of multiple IBM mainframe 
and/or server systems at a second level of support.  S4 determines, analyzes and resolves system problems such 
as system performance degradation, network monitoring & recovery, and workload monitoring & recovery.
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  S4 provides, integrates and manages Service Desk functions that support N&NC designated users and 
provides output meeting Government specifications. We maintain the Service Desk as the primary point of 
contact for all incoming calls, walk-ins, web/portal, and emails. S4 provides a responsive, customer focused 
interface between the users to enable the efficient use of IT services, assisting in the restoral of normal services, 
in addition to assisting users against potential service interruptions.  We ensure all Service Desk requests 
that are identified as standard requests are immediately processed based on approved request models, and 
nonstandard requests are logged and routed for contractor analysis. S4 provides accurate status updates 
and feedback on all incidents, service and change requests. Our experts utilize an incident, request, and call 
management system to log, categorize, and escalate incident records as well as record workarounds, maintain 
a known error database, and document final resolution within required timelines. S4 has a self- help function 
and uses IT Service Management (ITSM) and provides a service catalogue for new functions.  Complexity: S4 
supports 6,800 users and 12,000 workstations in a bi-national NEN and classified and unclassified (SIPRNet 
& NIPRNet) data, voice, and video networks for N&NC in multiple locations. 

  Database Administration. S4 designs, develops, documents, migrates and tests database and other software 
applications. We provide database development and support including software such as Visual Basic, Microsoft 
Access, Oracle, Lotus Notes, UNIX, Microsoft SQL Server. S4 is responsible for all database management 
associated with organizational databases. This involves organizing and loading data, generating quality control 
reports for same, check pointing the database, performing database retrievals, and maintaining log files and 
a database dictionary. S4 incorporates both user and infrastructure generated updates into the databases. We 
help users identify and document database requirements, including the evaluation and analyses of new HW/
SW packages. S4 also offers SQL Server and Access database support to retrieve data from external systems.

  S4 monitors database storage and integrity and offers recommendations for storage updates and upgrades. 
S4 analyzes and provides reports on system health, storage and usage. We also maintain existing databases 
supporting websites and create new databases as required.

Infrastructure Management

  Systems Operations. S4 Inc. delivers state-of-the-art system administration solutions and support for HW 
and SW platforms including the legacy, Government-Off-The-Shelf (GOTS), Open Source, Commercial-Off-
The-Shelf (COTS) and COTS-tailored applications that reside on them. The hardware/software, and physical 
and virtual servers supported include: application servers, web servers, access servers, communications, 
performance monitoring, print servers, hypervisors, physical and virtual file servers, reporting tools, etc., and 
all tasks associated with their backup/recovery, performance, and operations. S4 provides administration for 
local and remote systems for various operating environments (development, test, integration, pre-production, 
and production, etc.). 

  Our functional systems administrator (FSA) support services ensure that servers and associated SW are available 
on a 24x7 basis. Each server is available 97% of a 24-hour day, excluding scheduled outages.. We ensure that 
servers, PCs, workstations, laptops, peripherals (both wired and wireless), communication devices, operating 
system and common-use application SW, network systems, LAN interfaces and other information management 
services are properly configured for network operations, are on-line, and are available to the customer. 

  Storage Management.  S4 Inc. manages, stores, disposes of, restores and tests backups, and cleans/maintains 
backup devices. We manage, configure, troubleshoot, and upgrade the remote N&NC Disaster Recovery (DR) 
replication and fail-over capabilities including Storage Area Network (SAN), Disk to Disk backup system, and 
archive systems at the remote DR location. S4 manages, maintains and restores data archive storage. We also 
create, maintain and restore back-ups for system configurations, application, logs and user data.
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  Network Engineering. S4 analyzes requirements documentation and coordinates the validation of technological 
specifications.  We research and provide estimates of costs of viable options (including equipment, engineering, 
installation, quality assurance, and sustainability cost).  S4 evaluates technical solutions and addresses 
planning to meet current and future projected demand of reliability, availability and maintainability; attain 
optimal operational efficiency; and effectively interface with existing and future systems. We evaluate the 
design, engineering, installation and testing of LANs, other prevalent networks, existing patch panels, available 
bandwidth, inside wiring, and existing inside and outside plant (copper and fiber) distribution systems.  S4 
evaluates opportunities to converge base networks where possible as part of overall infrastructure modernization. 
We analyze C2 equipment ensuring the comprehensive interoperability and integration of hubs, routers, bridges, 
FM/UHF/VHF/HF radio systems, print servers and associated LANS, microwaves systems, telephone switches, 
and other equipment identified as components of the base telecommunications infrastructure.  This includes 
all new technology associated with Unified Communication (UC) and the DoD movement to everything over 
IP (EoIP).

  Facility Engineering. S4 Inc. provides planning support for facility furnishing efforts, space management, 
Building Information Modeling (BIM), and other facility projects for the fit out and transition to the new 
USSTRATCOM Command and Control Facility (C2F). S4 uses AutoCAD to prepare graphics and reports 
representing space management and furnishings to communicate transition execution status with STRATCOM 
leaders, facility managers, and occupants.

  S4 utilizes Revit software to support construction of a BIM to reflect a change in facility data or construction 
efforts caused by a Military Construction (MILCON) change-order. We create and edit BIM models, templates, 
and conduct space analysis based on Air Force guidance and requirements. As a collateral duty, S4 provides 
training on the use of Revit software to Government personnel required to use Revit capabilities.

  As of Sep 2019, S4 has provided Space Allocation Support for the transition of 738 personnel into the new C2F.  
This support includes establishing the impact of cost, time, and other second order effects of updates and 
changes occurring during the transition. S4 works directly with the Change Management Board (CMB) and 
the Space Management Board (SMB) to approve changes and update (BIM) models accordingly. S4 also works 
with FSMB, Command Security, and the COR to reconfigure SCIF space and ensuring proper SCIF boundaries 
and security requirements are followed.

  S4 delivers on-site facility management support for the maintenance and operation of facility IT support 
equipment, security requirements for VTC equipment, and restructure of 1200+ Workspaces and Conference 
Rooms including Executive, Multi-purpose, and CAVEs (Collaborative and Visualization Environments). Tasks 
include major and minor repairs, modifications, replacements, and installation of equipment and systems for 
routine mechanical and electrical equipment operation, electrical distribution system modifications, scheduled 
preventative mechanical/electrical maintenance, unscheduled mechanical/electrical maintenance and repair, 
component repair and replacement, and system upgrades and modifications. Some electrical tasks are on 
energized systems and must be accomplished in conformance with NFPA70E.

   VTC/Telecommunications Support.  S4 Inc. provides integration and convergence of voice, data, and video 
solutions for NIPRNet and SIPRNet. S4 installs, operates, and maintains the VTC, AV, desktop VTC systems, and 
Satellite Television capabilities in the N&NC Headquarters (HQ) and CMAFS including the VTC capabilities, 
video wall systems, video matrix switches, television infrastructure (televisions, cabling, related network devices, 
etc.), public announcement systems, command displays, conference room audio/video, and other audio/video 
capabilities. We coordinate with Telephone Control Officers on a monthly basis to ensure users of smart phones, 
cell phones, and other wireless devices are still active and assigned to the command to ensure wireless accounts 
are not continued after a user is terminated, transferred, and/or released from the command. S4 performs 
Communications Security Officer responsibilities installing, operating and managing the cryptographic keys
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for Secure Telephone Equipment and SECNET-54 secure phones.  S4 experts perform Circuit Management 
Office duties for over 350 active circuits utilized by N&NC and its subordinates. We maintain long haul 
telecommunications services and circuits between the command, DISA, AFCA and others.  We track all long-
haul telecommunications expenditures for services provisioned through DISA and the Defense Information 
Technology Contracting Office. 

Cloud Support

  Cloud Development. S4 is providing cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) capabilities to USSTRATCOM 
by creating a hybrid cloud on the ITCC II contract. We are integrating a hybrid dev/ops cloud, which is the 
integration of a private cloud (Dev/Cloud) with the  USSTRATCOM production cloud. The hybrid cloud  
involves creating parallel environments in which applications can move easily between the development and 
the production clouds ensuring a safe transfer of new systems and technology to the operational environment.  
These applications are developed and tested using current production platforms like web servers, databases, 
and security appliances. This minimizes hardware, software, personnel and time required to maintain two 
separate systems.  This will allow the customer to migrate the current production stand-alone applications to 
virtual applications.  

  S4 is successfully migrating from a legacy hybrid physical and virtual blade solutions, to a multi-location, full 
scale Nutanix on-premises private cloud. This work is for the North American Aerospace Defense Command 
and US Northern Command (NORAD and USNORTHCOM) [N&NC] N2ITSM contract. Multiple enclaves are 
being migrated; unclassified NIPRnet, classified SIPRnet (both NOFORN and REL), and the NORAD Enterprise 
Network (NEN). Significant data size is also a factor, with upwards of one PB being migrated and managed.

IT Training

   At the US Army LDAC, S4 Inc. provides technical expertise and training on the products within the Logistics 
and Engineering Center (LEC).  LEC is home to the following products: Cost Analysis and Strategy Assessment, 
Computer Adaptive Placement Assessment and Support System, Electronic Technical Manual Online, PowerLOG, 
Post-Fielding Support Analysis, and Systems Planning and Requirements Software. S4’s training responsibilities 
also extend to Decision Support Tool, Army Test, Measurement, and Diagnostic Equipment, and Battle Web. 
S4 trainers build courses using instructional design methods and deliver training through the classroom and 
virtual courses.  Instruction is provided according to customer specifications and standards (operate, maintain, 
and repair in classroom or laboratory settings) supporting DOD Enterprise infrastructure IT goals and includes 
all required materials.  We collect feedback after each course. 
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Cybersecurity Capabilities
S4 Inc. provides DoD and US Government Customers with Cyber, Network & Information Security

   S4 Inc. specializes in helping Department of Defense (DoD) and US Government customers including 
NORAD and USNORTHCOM (N&NC), USCYBERCOM, USSTRATCOM, USTRANSCOM, DISA, US Air Force, 
US Army, US Navy and DHS protect their computers, networks and information from cyber threats. The 
following paragraphs describe our cybersecurity experience.

   Cyber Training. For N&NC, S4 provides a training plan for the Cyberspace Warning & Operations Center 
(CWOC) Computer Network Defense (CND) and Systems and Network Monitoring (S&NM) watch positions. 
We coordinate, facilitate and schedule training opportunities for: N&NC C4 Planner Course; What’s up Gold 
(WUG); Integrated Tactical Warning/ Attack Assessment (ITW/AA); BMDS; N2C2 and DHS N&NC Network 
Defense Posture Level; N&NC Joint Cyber Center; CYBERCOM; N&NC C4 Planner Course; DHS; Host Based 
Security System (HBSS); SSIM and INTRUST.

   Policy Analysis. For the USCYBERCOM Chief Information Officer (CIO), S4 Inc. provides insightful analysis, 
and critical thinking, of higher level policy initiatives to prepare USCYBERCOM position and response 
actions to existing and future policy. S4 analyzes current DoD cybersecurity policies, processes, capabilities, 
authorities, architectures for applicability to USCYBERCOM C4/IT systems, cybersecurity processes, and 
CIO responsibilities. S4 provides recommendations for generating original, or improving on current, policies, 
implementation plans, and strategies. S4 participates on enterprise-level and inter-agency boards, panels 
and working groups which serve as the forums in which DoD C4/IT program policy directives are negotiated 
and defined. S4 bears continuing responsibility for facilitating in-house SME assessment of proposed policy 
directives and other agreements. S4 conducts research of the complex issues planned for discussion, and 
defines proposed Command positions. S4 analyzes and provides expert assessments to leadership of the likely 
effects of approved policy directives, including possible need for further lobbying and action by the Command 
and its constituencies, and prepares working papers. We apply expert knowledge of the program and policy 
landscape to make substantive contributions to the development of executive-level briefings, congressional 
responses, and other highly-sensitive communications of enterprise-level program intent.
 
   Policy Assistance and Implementation. S4 Inc. provides assistance to USCYBERCOM CIO policy developers 
through analysis of higher level policy, strategy, and similar policies of other DoD components. S4 reviews higher 
level policy and assists in the assessment and refinement of USCYBERCOM CIO and cybersecurity policies IAW 
higher level policy. S4 assesses gaps in existing USCYBERCOM policy and proposes amendments to existing 
policy or proposes recommendations to address any gaps therein. S4 participates in the implementation of 
enterprise-level (Command, Service, DoD, or Federal Government-wide) policy directives and other guidance 
materials. We distribute policy directives throughout the Command, including the supplemental guidance 
materials essential to ensure affected organizations’ understanding of implications for their operations, and 
full and proper implementation.

   Computer Network Defense (CND). S4 supports CND and S&NM for the N&NC CWOC. S4 personnel conduct 
24/7/365 monitoring, reporting and analysis for the N&NC Command and Control Systems in support of 
mission objectives. We also participate in the cyber intelligence and network operations community for the 
coordination and collaboration of cyber threat analysis representing best practices and tactics, techniques 
and procedures (TTPs). This community includes national liaison offices and service organizations (i.e., DIA, 
CIA, NSA, USCYBERCOM, Combatant Commands, and respective service elements associated with the cyber 
domain).
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  S4 Inc. supported the US Navy Cyber Defense Operations Command (NCDOC) in coordinating, monitoring, 
and overseeing the defense of the Navy’s computer networks and systems of more than 700,000 users. NCDOC 
is responsible for centrally managed enclaves, legacy systems, and “excepted” networks authorized by the Cyber 
Asset Reduction and Security Task Force to operate independently. S4 analysts supported research and analysis 
by screening network logs, and all-source cyber intelligence reporting; assessing and summarizing evaluated and 
previously unevaluated information collected as part of day-to-day operations; discriminating threat information 
from all source cyber intelligence; and fusing information into actionable intelligence for dissemination of warnings 
and threat analysis as appropriate.
   
   Network & Information Security.  S4 Inc. personnel monitor and report on the security of USSTRATCOM networks 
by monitoring security Information Assurance Vulnerability Alerts and implementing security procedures, such 
as firewall administration and virus protection strategies, to protect networks from unauthorized access. S4 
has provided Security Incident & Event Management (SIEM) Services, Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) Services, and 
Malware Detection & Protection (MDP) Services for our customers. We support deployment of tools, provide 
HBSS engineering and analysis support and Security Incident and event management.

  For the N&NC CWOC, S4 analysts perform assessments of Information Assurance Vulnerability Assessment 
(IAVA) compliance and maintain global situational awareness of IA and CND events. S4 tracks and reports network 
changes, such as INFOCON; IAVA system; USCYBERCOM and JFHQ-DODIN Tasking Order (TASKORD)/Warning 
Order (WARNORD); Fragmented Order (FRAGO) and Operation Order (OPORD) notifications. We provide 
characterization and assessment of C4 incidents and issues, as well as situational awareness reports, for review 
and Government acceptance. S4 develops and provides recommended TTPs to improve installation, integration, 
and employment of new and existing IA/CND and Enterprise Management toolsets. S4 also develops Course of 
Action (COA) plans to mitigate any potential N&NC degradations. We facilitate assessments and validation of 
N&NC compliance with IA/CND policy and directives. S4 assists in the coordination with N&NC Information 
Assurance for active Risk Assessments and Management/Mitigation and Information Assurance initiatives.

  Risk Management Framework (RMF). S4 Inc serves as the subject matter expert for USSTRATCOM/J64’s 
Risk Management Framework (RMF) overseeing DODI 8510.01 (RMF) activities, assessing systems IAW DODI 
8500.2 and CNSSI 1253 and selecting security controls (NIST 800-53). S4 provides RMF support for IT system 
hardware, software, and network operations supporting the Command and Control Facility (C2F). S4 performs 
cybersecurity roles and initiates RMF processes for assigned systems. We provide cybersecurity analysis support 
and recommendations including system-level risk analysis, security control selection and implementation, risk 
identification, remediation, and mitigation. S4 analyzes plan of action and milestones (POA&M) and provides 
recommendations on operational cybersecurity issues. We also provide analysis to optimize cybersecurity 
risk mitigation strategies. S4 analyzes certification evidence and artifacts, conducts risk analysis and prepares 
recommendations for accreditation decisions.

   S4 provides technical assessments, risk analysis, mission impact assessments, and recommendations to mitigate 
any potential N&NC degradations. S4 validates current policy requirements and reports non-compliance using 
the required DoD compliance reporting system. S4 helps develop and integrate operational TTPs internal and 
external to N&NC; Playbooks; Development of Theater Net-Centric Strategies; NetOps situational awareness 
operations; and NetOps Concept of Operations (CONOPS). We conduct analysis of all issues associated with and
required for situational awareness of N&NC systems, networks and services.
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Professional Services
S4 Inc. provides DoD, DHS and US Government Customers with Program Management, Engineering & Logistics 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

S4 Inc. provides Program Management Services related to leading, facilitating and supporting strategic planning 
and the implementation, coordination, integration and evaluation of programmatic activities.

Strategic Planning.  S4 supported NORAD and USNORTHCOM (N&NC) by developing all levels of plans and 
associated supporting documents and briefings within the Homeland Defense Policy Branch for N&NC/J5.  We 
provided critical review and analysis of capability’s documents and support the Joint Capabilities Integration 
and Development System (JCIDS) process.

S4 conducts research and analysis that develops awareness of partner nation social, economic, military and 
Governmental situations and provides Theater Security Cooperation Governmental decision makers with 
baseline information. This information is needed to develop course of action options to make decisions 
that increase U.S. influence and enable the success of partner nation current and future operations against 
transnational criminal organizations.

Project Management. S4 Inc. provides Project Management Services by applying industry best business 
practices in project management in conjunction with the ITLCM process methodology. S4 provides project 
planning activities, such as:  Project Scheduling, Work Breakdown Structure, Task Break Down, and Project 
Maintenance/Sustainment; Project Cost Estimating; Cost and Resource Management; Change and/or Version 
Control; Project Change Control; Project Issue Tracking; Problem Tracking; and Risk/Issue Assessment, Risk 
Management and Risk Tracking. S4 uses indepth analysis to determine the impact of various schedule/resource 
changes on the ability to successfully deliver each project. We also analyze critical path and constraints to 
determine impact of changes and recommend work-arounds to ensure the project remains on schedule and on 
budget. S4 ensures the credibility of the information contained in the schedule and verifies schedule integrity.

S4 provides assistance, analysis and technical expertise on strategic and tactical missile warning and space 
issues to the ITW/AA  Functional Manager (Commander NORAD). Our personnel furnish continuity of effort to 
sustain, update and advance ongoing ITW/AA studies, analysis, architecture, documentation and informational 
systems support to ensure strategic systems meet requirements of both the National Command Authority 
(NCA) and NORAD. S4 personnel draft recommendations and updates to current and long-range conformity 
of architecture, operation, modifications, user training and user requirements incorporation for the Strategic 
Missile Warning (SMW), Theater Event System (TES), and TMW Systems.

Knowledge Management. For the AFLCMC Fighter/Bomber Directorate, S4 Inc. performs website 
administration, web page/site development, content management and maintenance for the organizational 
web pages and updates to organizational AF Portal sites and organizational Acquisition ToolKit (ATK) sites. 
S4 SMEs provide support in the development, operation and maintenance of the Knowledge Management 
initiatives including Knowledge Management within Air Force Knowledge Now (AFKN) and the AFMC 
Enterprise Information Management (EIM) initiatives including SharePoint. S4 personnel assist in the 
migration of existing website content to a portal environment by conducting requirements gathering, analysis 
of migration activities, development of content migration strategy, and content migration. S4 assists in the 
deployment of web-based technologies and collaboration tools for access via the portal environment. S4 
SMEs assist in development of application program interfaces (APIs) between the portal environment and 
existing applications, commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) applications and newly developed knowledge-based 
applications. S4 designs, documents and implements intra/inter/extranet capabilities that require knowledge 
of information systems, web applications development, website construction, website administration, 
information security, and related systems concepts for effective deployment of the intra/inter/extranet. S4 
personnel administer and support the Intranet Web Servers, including site administration for restricted areas.
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Infrastructure Planning Support.  S4 Inc. provided infrastructure planning support for facility furnishing efforts, 
space management, Building Information Modeling (BIM), and other facility projects for the fit out and transition 
to the new USSTRATCOM Command and Control Facility (C2F). S4 used AutoCAD to prepare graphics and reports 
representing space management and furnishings to communicate transition execution status with STRATCOM 
leaders, facility managers, and occupants. S4 utilized Revit software to support construction of a BIM to reflect 
a change in facility data or construction efforts caused by a Military Construction (MILCON) change-order. S4 
helped with the collection of organizational requirements, recommended information items to collect, and met 
with occupants to collect and examine data. S4 established the impact (cost, time, second-order effects, etc.) 
of the desired change; assembled findings; and provided support with presenting requested changes and each 
respective solution to the Floor Space Management Board (FSMB). S4 helped configure the type, layout, and 
quantity of furnishings to meet occupant requirements and provided support in the analysis and development 
and execution of an asset transition plan from existing facilities to the C2F.
 
ENGINEERING SERVICES

S4 Inc. provides engineering services by the application of special knowledge and engineering principles for 
consulting, investigating, evaluating, planning and designing hardware, software and services.

Systems Engineering. S4 provides systems engineering, requirements analysis, technical solution development 
and testing, and integration services to the US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) IT infrastructure. S4 
engineers develop technical solutions, and test and integrate solutions for projects approved by the government 
engineering oversight organization and IT governing organizations. S4 is responsible for managing, engineering 
and implementing life-cycle replacement projects, including technical refresh, IAW the IT Roadmap, IMS, and 
IMP. S4 performs requirements analysis, functional analysis, and integration of hardware/software and network 
requirements. S4 transforms outputs from requirements analysis, functional analysis, and synthesis into technical 
solutions consistent and interoperable with current and future system baselines and architectures. For all 
applicable technical solutions, S4 personnel develop drawings and documentation for new systems and update 
existing drawings (network, cable, etc.) and documentation for existing systems. 

Requirements Analysis/Development.  S4 Inc. conducted gap analysis of three individual maritime projects 
consisting of Arctic Maritime-Focus, Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA), and Mine Countermeasures (MCM). S4 
defined key analytical questions and data sources, conducted analytical design, execution, and reported in support 
of complex requirements determination, product development, refinement and/or maturation of existing MDA, 
MCM, and North America Undersea Surveillance (NAUS) analytical documents, and product development for 
Arctic maritime-focused analytical documents. The deliverable products for our work included analytical reports 
in compliance with the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS) process and outlined in 
CJCSI 3170.01 and JCIDS Manual that capture the entirety of the analytical effort.
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LOGISTICS SERVICES

S4 Inc. provides logistics services in the integration of information, transportation, inventory, warehousing, 
material handling, packaging and security of customer resources.

Life Cycle Management.  At the  US Army Logistics Data Analysis Center (LDAC), S4 Inc. analysts conduct 
thorough research to analyze, validate, and process all Army Non-Standard Equipment (NSE) NSLIN Requests 
within the Army Enterprise Systems Integrated Program (AESIP) System. Each NSLIN Request is evaluated in 
order to determine the appropriate NSLIN assignment. Government and commercial databases are utilized 
to verify accuracy of part numbers and model numbers to ensure duplicate records do not exist in the NSLIN 
Master Catalog or a standard National Stock Number (NSN) in Federal Logistics (FEDLOG) data. S4 conducts 
a comprehensive examination of each catalog data element for all NSLIN Requests. We assess DA PAM 708-2 
(Cataloging and Supply Management  Data Procedures for the Army Central Logistics Data Bank), Army Unit 
Property Book Officers (PBOs), Manufacturer and Program Managers of all services, to name a few, to ensure 
accuracy. S4 maintains HQDA’s goal of processing each NSLIN requests within 7 working days. We also exceed the 
standard to communicate with the customer within 24 hours to resolve any data discrepancies with a customer’s 
NSLIN Request. 

Warehouse Management.  S4 Inc. managed a 6760 SF climate-controlled warehouse in accordance with industry 
best standards for IT inventory management for N&NC. We performed warehouse, storage, and service asset 
shipping/receiving functions; and stored inventoried, packaged, shipped, received and delivered classified and 
unclassified Automated Data Processing Equipment (ADPE) service assets using a “just-in-time” methodology.  
S4 tracked all assets to include software licenses using IT Asset Management software. S4 met required availability 
levels defined by N&NC and provided remote support at multiple locations such as Mexico and Canada.  We 
provided recapitalization and had asset management policies and procedures in place.  We used the Standard 
Base Supply System (SBSS) and the Assets Information Management System (AIMS) for accountability of all 
Government property within SBSS.  This provided an automated process that the Government could review via a 
web site.  S4 ensured hardware that was not operating correctly was fixed or replaced within specified service level 
agreements.  S4 supported 6,800 users in multiple locations, processed and decommissioned 155 accountable 
systems per month and performed hardware replacement for up to 1500 workstations/laptops per year.

ADVISORY & ASSISTANCE SERVICES

S4 Inc. provides a range of advisory and assistance services to include analyses of technical, cost, and programmatic 
issues; support to improve policy development, management, and administration; and the  application of various 
forms of technical expertise  during all  phases of planning, programming, acquisition, and implementation cycles 
of government systems and programs.

Technical Advisory Services. S4 provided technical assistance, analysis and expertise on strategic and tactical 
missile warning and space issues to the Integrated Tactical Warning Attack Assessment (ITW/AA) Functional 
Manager (Commander NORAD). Our personnel furnished continuity of effort to sustain, update and advance 
ongoing ITW/AA studies, analysis, architecture, documentation and informational systems support to ensure 
strategic systems met requirements of both the National Command Authority (NCA) and NORAD. S4 conducted 
analysis of system shortfalls and operational impacts to the ITW/AA mission. We provided recommendations on 
operational integration, configuration documentations and updates to support the configuration change control 
process of all existing and emerging ITW/AA and Ballistic Missile (BM) systems to missile and space mission 
requirements. 

S4 analysts provided analytical expertise and support as an operations advisor to the Analysis of Alternatives (AoA) 
and  Effectiveness of Analysis Working Groups (EAWG) and N&NC Study Lead on all radar/surveillance matters. 
We recommended changes to the EAWG for both processes and documents during the ongoing development 
and planning of the AoA. S4 recommended an analytically sound strategy to the AoA membership for all phases 
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of the analysis as well as development, execution, and documentation of all plans and reports. S4 reviewed all 
Employment Concept documents and provided an analysis to determine whether the information was analytically 
sound and captured realistic operations of radar sites, including EADS and/or WADS, mission operations, data 
messages, ground-based and space-based sensor issues, message communication between sensors and warning 
centers, and operator interfaces.

Policy Analysis/Assistance. S4 Inc. provides insightful analysis, and critical thinking, of higher level policy initiatives 
to prepare USCYBERCOM position and response actions to existing and future policy. S4 analyzes current DoD 
cybersecurity policies, processes, capabilities, authorities, architectures for applicability to USCYBERCOM C4/IT 
systems, cybersecurity processes, and CIO responsibilities. S4 provides recommendations or generating original, 
or improving on current, policies, implementation plans, and strategies. S4 participates on enterprise-level and 
inter-agency boards, panels and working groups which serve as the forums in which DoD C4/IT program policy 
directives are negotiated and defined. S4 bears continuing responsibility for facilitating in-house SME assessment 
of proposed policy directives and other agreements. S4 conducts research of the complex issues planned for 
discussion, and defines proposed Command positions. S4 analyzes and provides expert assessments to leadership 
of the likely effects of approved policy directives, including possible need for further lobbying and action by the 
Command and its constituencies, and prepares working papers. We apply expert knowledge of the program and 
policy landscape to make substantive contributions to the development of executive-level briefings, congressional 
responses, and other highly-sensitive communications of enterprise-level program intent. S4 provides assistance 
to USCYBERCOM CIO policy developers through analysis of higher level policy, strategy, and similar policies of 
other DoD  fcomponents.

Exercise/Training Support. S4 Inc. provides a broad range of exercise and training programs including exercise 
planning, development, and execution; support for post-exercise assessment of joint, national, multinational and 
special operations exercises; use and management of the Joint Training Information Management System (JTIMS) 
and the Joint Master Scenario Events List (JMSEL) databases; and support for inputs into the development of the 
Joint Training Plan (JTP). S4 personnel draft scenarios, propose planning schedules, coordinate exercise control 
functions for planning support and recommend Courses of Action (COAs) and arrange In-Progress Reviews (IPRs) 
for issue resolution of exercise related issues. This involves collecting, analyzing and providing recommendations 
for identification of training objectives for exercise execution. Our personnel input results of current and future 
training objectives for each exercise into the Joint Lessons Learned Information System (JLLIS) and Joint Training 
Information Management System (JTIMS) database.

Intelligence Planning Support. S4 Inc. provided Intelligence Planning Support (IPS) to the USSTRATCOM’s  
contingency and campaign planning efforts, the intelligence planning process, and related planning support 
efforts. S4 facilitates Intelligence Planning for (1) Deterrence, Assurance, and Strategic Operations against regional 
actors, (2) Functional Space Planning, (3) Functional Cyber Planning, and (4) Strategic Intelligence Campaign 
Planning.  S4 performs detailed research, studies, analyses, and review of operational concepts, assists with 
development of measures of effectiveness and measures of performance for intelligence tasks and functions; 
alignment of tasks and functions to campaign and Operations Plan (OPLAN) objectives and effects; and the 
crafting of priority intelligence requirements capturing the information necessary to evaluate effectiveness.
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Contract Vehicles
S4 Inc. offers a full range of contract vehicles to meet each customer’s individual needs.

S4 Inc. holds several major GSA and IDIQ contracts to meet and exceed each customer’s individual 
needs. These vehicles provide streamlined access to services at pre-vetted, competitive prices, and 
allow us to offer a full range of Enterprise Information Technology (IT) Services, Cybersecurity and 
Professional Services. 

S4 Prime Contracts Contract # Services

GSA OASIS SB Pool 3
 (S4-SDC-JV LLC)

47QRAD20D3052 Program Management Services;
Management Solutions; 
Complex Professional Services; 
Scientific, Engineering, Logistics and Financial 
Management Services

GSA Multiple Award 
Schedule (MAS)

47QTCA19D00H2 Systems/Software Engineering & Support; 
Facility Operation and Maintenance; 
IT Support and Training Services;
Highly Adaptive Cybersecurity Services

Information Technology 
Enterprise Solutions - 3 
Services (ITES-3S) Small 
Business 

W52P1J-18-D-A123 Cybersecurity Services;
Information Systems Security;
Information Assurance;  IT Services;
Enterprise design, integration and 
consolidation; 
Network/Systems Operation and Maintenance; 
Business Process Reengineering; 
IT Education and Training

N2ITSM for
NORAD-USNORTHCOM

FA2517-17-D-7000 Information Technology Service Management, 
including Classified & Unclassified Data, 
Voice and Video Networks

NOAA Mission Information 
Technology Services 
(NMITS)

BPA # 1305M421A-
NAAA0069

Enterprise Services;
Customer Support; 
Mission and Business Applications, Tools, 
Portals, and Web Services;
Enterprise Computing, Cloud, Storage, Shared 
and Field Services;
Data and Voice Network Services; 
Cybersecurity & Information Assurance Services

SeaPort Next Generation
(NxG) for US Navy

N00178-19-D-8446 Program Management Support Services
Engineering Support Services
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S4 Subcontracts Prime(s) Services

GSA 8(a) STARS III
 (Grimmer S4 Consulting 
Services LLC)

GTOi Data management
Information & communications technology 
IT operations & maintenance 
IT security & IT workforce augmentation
Software development 
Systems design 
Emerging technology

DoD IAC Cyber Security & 
Information System TATs 
(CS TAT) 

IDIQ Cybersecurity; 
Information Systems Support;
Research and Analysis

Information Technology 
Enterprise Solutions - 3 
Services (ITES-3S) Large 
Business

IBM, Perspecta Cybersecurity Services;
Information Systems Security;
Information Assurance;
IT Services;
Enterprise Design, Integration, Consolidation; 
Network/Systems Operation and 
Maintenance; Business Process 
Reengineering; 
IT Education and Training

NETCENTS II NetOps & 
Infrastructure Solutions SB

Sumaria Systems Network Mgmt and Defense Infrastructure; 
Information Transport Systems;
Enterprise Level Security/Management & 
Implementation/Operations; 
Telephone Infrastructure & Services;
Managed Services

    For more information, please contact:

     Steve Kerns     Carole Foley
     Chief Operating Officer   Contracts Manager
     skerns@s4inc.com    cfoley@s4inc.com
     937-427-5469    781-273-1600


